
Senior Software Test Engineer

Company
Flair builds solutions at the intersection of comfort, energy, and the grid, with the goal of making
buildings more comfortable using less energy.  Our products are helping to electrify the US’s
dirtiest housing stock and in doing so help with the transition to renewable energy. Our systems
are also powerful enough to help utilities avoid blackouts and to eliminate the need for the
dirtiest power plants on the grid.

Position
Flair is looking for a Senior Software Test engineer to join our close knit team. The Senior
Software Test Engineer will be an integral part of the engineering team and work closely with the
technical customer support team to help test the application, investigate issues reported by
users and assist with documentation. To help make Flair’s platform more robust, you will build
out an end-to-end automated test suite that covers the interactions between the user, hardware
and cloud. Finally, you will play a key role in making Flair more reliable and user friendly as we
scale from tens of thousands of homes in North America to millions of homes all over the world.

Responsibilities
● Collaborate with engineers and technical support agents to reproduce, investigate and

document customer reported issues
● Define test plans and test cases and maintain test documentation so that features are

well understood by both the engineering and non-engineering teams
● Expand on our end-to-end automated test suite to cover various scenarios involving the

user, our hardware and the cloud
● Work independently in a fast-paced startup environment that requires a balance between

quality and practicality

Requirements
● 3 - 5 years of professional experience as a software developer
● Experience with E2E test frameworks like Cypress
● Proficient in Python, Javascript and SQL
● Excellent communication (reading/writing/listening) skills
● Based in the Americas

Who you are
● Likes being close to the customer - understanding their pain points and what they

perceived as unexpected
● Loves to build out test automation for mobile and web applications



● High attention to detail in writing test cases that prevent regressions and bugs from
reaching Flair users

● Interested in building a cleaner and more efficient heating/cooling system and reducing
carbon emissions by 5% over the next decade

What we Offer
Flair offers the opportunity to work on meaningful problems, solving energy efficiency,
electrification, and grid resilience all while working within a fast paced technology company.
Your contributions will directly impact company success, product evolution and roadmap, and
both cultural and organizational formation as the company grows.  We offer a can-do, high
energy environment with unique, innovative, and market leading solutions that the market is
excited about.

We offer competitive compensation packages including stock options, parental leave and
healthcare benefits.

Want to build software that actually makes the world a better place? Send us an email with a
cover letter and your resume to careers@flair.co
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